
IN THE STUDIO 

Slots Available: 12 x 26’28  

Guide Price:  £6,600 

Commissioning Editor: Simon Pitts – simon.pitts@bbc.co.uk 

 
Summary: 
IN THE STUDIO brings you up close to the creative processes of world cultural figures. 
 
Commissioning Brief: 
IN THE STUDIO is an ambitious new weekly strand on World Service English which follows Stars and the 
world’s creative leaders as they create their work. Programmes will bring audiences into the minds of 
creative figures of all stripes: designers, visual artists, architects, film-makers, musicians.  They will also 
give listeners special access to processes that they wouldn’t normally be privy to. 
 
The focus is on intimacy with creative minds, on the ideas they are working to express, on their 
distinctive individual approaches and the decisions taken as they work.  Programmes will capture 
influences, production complexities and contradictions, serendipitous discovery and all of the elements 
of the deeply challenging processes of creativity. 
 
IN THE STUDIO is intelligent, distinctive and warmly accessible radio. Key to success will be the marriage 
of treatment and subject.  The right presenters will bring insight and accessibility and the strand will 
showcase diverse, original and creative production styles.  The strand is for the widest listenership: for 
general, female and young millennial audiences.   Tonally inclusive formats may include reporter-led 
single editions, sharp mini-series, longitudinal production over months, montages and much more.   
 
Recording around the world, examples might include with Taylor Swift and her songwriting team as they 
work on vocal harmony arrangements, it could be at the model-making stage with Frank Gehry and 
Arup engineers as they choose between glass and steel for the windows design in a new Dubai gallery. It 
could be show-runners on big TV series such as Cary Fukunaga. 
 
As well as artists themselves, IN THE STUDIO seeks to explore the creative processes of the world’s 
leading cultural institutions as well as ad hoc and established festivals and events.  We’d aim to be part 
of the creative processes of organisers/directors/producers of large events like the Academy Awards, 
MineCon, Nigerian Fashion Week, the Venice Biennale, the Irrawaddy Literary Festival, the FESPACO 
Burkina Faso film festival and more.  We’re looking to get closer to the processes of international DJs, 
record label moguls, artistic directors of theatres.  As they work we understand how they think, the 
detail of their influences, ideas, approaches and motivations.  We’re also seeking surprise and 
introductions.  YouTubers, digital and off- mainstream figures who have online followings will also 
feature.   
 
The strand is not focussed on the end cultural product (the finished book, the completed film or album) 
and interviews instead take place during the process of production. The programmes never feel as if 
they are promoting a release or product. 
 
Each programme bid should indicate plans for related social and web content suitable for the BBC WSE 
Facebook account and webpages. 
 
We may need the programmes delivered in two durations: 26’28 and 22’58 and welcome bids for  one-
offs or two-parters. 
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